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Spinto Tenor

Hushed my child snug-slung and listening
Bright with wonder near my heart
Through the long climb upward, starward
Where our gazer scopes the sky
Her watchful mind traverses suns and nebulae

Wide as oceans

Heartbeats drumming

I remember all that matters
And my life encloses 
All that hearts can hold
Hallowing fatherhood's rosebriar embrace
My love for my huntress reigns pure and true

Your angel, my child

Bare roof, shadowed haven

Lyric Contralto

They come to me, a promise honored
Root and twig
Aspiring high
Thorn-handed prince and his bud-lipped heir
Their blue eyes wise as wilderness

I feel a rhythm

Old as wavefall on a shore

And we three make we one

Friendship our sanctuary

Our everything transformed
A thankful dream we created
Out of darkness
Out of fire
My love for his beauty ever guiding my steps



There are no words for her compassion
Beautiful healer and warrior of light
Far-sighted oracle, moon-minded guard
Bringer of justice to a wastelanded Eden
She gave me myself, son and father, and home

Laying down her life for strangers

She receives her godson into her generous arms

Once, an unholy trinity broke my mirror
Mirages shattered and her glass shards slashed
Soul's blood spilt madness
Heart's blood fallen cold
Accursed into exile, no help, no hope

Faith in love alone sustained me night by night

For this I am grateful

Life is a gift
Every tomorrow
Always
Accepted
Protectors
Her Beast
My destiny

He is no stranger

His virtue longsuffering, gentle as starlight
Beyond all I imagined yet known before seen
Champion of helpless ones, comrade in arms
Boundless in courage and untamed in humility
He gave me assurance that love makes all possible

He accepts my open hand and his son wins a kiss

A King of Towers stole his lover
A King of Terrors stole his dream
And a King of Shadows stole his rose
Rampant evil ravaged goodness, frightened me
Yes, I have been there too, thus I renewed my vow

That death must have no dominion

Of this I am certain

Life is a gift
Every yesterday
Eternal
Trusted
Protecting
His Beauty
My faith in nights


